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1 - A Day With Shadow

Amy - Oooooh, Sooonic!
Sonic - Leave me alone, Amy!
(Sonic runs off)
Amy - No, Sonic, wait! Hmmph! All I wanted to do was give him this rose... Hey, what's that?
(Finds Shadow the Hedgehog on the beach, badly injured)
Amy - I better go find Tails and Cream! I mean, look at him! He's pratically dying! What's weird is, he
looks a lot like... Sonic...
(Amy runs off to find Tails and Cream)
Amy - Guys, guys, look at who I found on the beach! He look's just like Sonic!
Tails - Oh my God, he's still alive.
Amy - Barely! C'mon, help me!
Tails - I gotta go get Sonic! It can't be, it just can't be!
Amy - What the hell?!?
Cream - Oh no! He is still alive!
Amy - Can someone please explain to me what is going on?!?
Cream - That's Shadow... I thought he was... Dead...
Amy - Who's Shadow?
Cream - Sonic's look-a-like. He was once evil, but turned good and saved the planet. But I still don't trust
him, and Sonic won't be happy about this! He always fought with him! They called each other fakers,
competed, everything enemies do! He also worked for Eggman. His grandfather created Shadow! We
just have to get rid of him. He's evil!
Amy - No, we can still make him good! You said he saved the planet and risked his life! I think we should
give him a chance. And everyone knows what I think goes. So we're going to hide Shadow, and not tell
Sonic about any of this! Hey, why was I never told about Shadow?
Cream - Sonic... Thinks he's phsyco, so he wanted you to... Stay away from him...
Amy - PROOF!!! HE LIKES ME!!! THERE'S PROOF RIGHT THERE!!! SEE!!!
Cream - He doesn't LOVE you Amy...
Amy - Oh yeah? Well he will admit one day! I just know it! Okay, so here's what we gotta do. You have
to help me carry Shadow back to my house, we'll put him in my room, lock it, and you go downstairs and
say, like, I dunno, "Amy's cleaning her room", and I'll take care of Shadow. If Tails goes on, just make
him sound like he's crazy. Got it?
Cream - But he's my boyfriend! And I'm not good at lying!
Amy - PLEASE!
Cream - Well, okay...
Amy- All right, let's go!
Sonic - Cream, where's Amy and the faker?!?
Cream - Who?
Sonic - Don't play stupid with me!
Cream - Um... (Cries) *I hate this plan*
Tails - Dude, you made her cry!!! Cream it's okay, don't cry, please! (Hugs)
Cream - *Now I like it*
Sonic - I'm going up to get Amy.



Cream - NO! She'll, um, attack you!
Sonic - Attack me?!?
Cream - With... Hugs!
Sonic - ... Thanks for reminding me, Tails you're coming with me.
Tails - But Cream is-
Sonic - She stopped crying, now let's go!
Tails - But-
Sonic - (Glares)
Tails - Fine!
Cream - *Now I hate this plan again*
Tails - (Gives a little kiss on the cheek)
Cream - (Giggle) *Maybe not*
Sonic - Ugh, I think I'm gonna barf, let's go!!! AMY!!! OPEN THIS DOOR!!!
Amy - I'm not Amy! I'm her cousin... Amber!
Sonic - I brought chocolate and roses!
Amy - *Damn, this is a tough call. Wait, maybe he's lying* (Opens door a little) HEY YOU FAKER YOU
DON'T HAVE ANY CHOCOLATE OR ROSES!!!
Sonic - What did you just call me???
Amy - Oh, damn!
Sonic - OKAY, AMY THAT'S IT WHERE IS HE?!?
Amy - Who?
Sonic - Shadow???
Amy - Who's Shadow?
Sonic - If you tell me where he is I'll marry you.
Amy - *OMG!!! OMG!!! HE'LL MARRY ME!!!* (Thinks about all the times spent together) *Hey wait, we
never even had any good times. Why do I even like Sonic? Besides, I've gotta help Shadow!* You know
what Sonic?
Sonic - What Amy? You'll tell me?
Amy - Yeah, Sonic, I'll tell it to you straight. GET OUT OF MY HOUSE.
Sonic - ...
Tails - Oooh, burn...
Sonic - But Amy, I thought you loved me.
Amy - Yeah, I used to, but did you ever even care to love me back? No, Sonic, you didn't! (Cries and
slams door)
Tails - Ouch.
Cream - Way to go, Sonic! You know how hard her life is right now???
Sonic - What the hell?
Cream - GO AWAY, DAMMIT!!!
Sonic and Tails - DID CREAM JUST SWEAR?!?
Cream - Yes I did. Amy open up, it's me.
(Amy comes out crying horribly)
Cream - Oh, Amy...
( Goes in and glares back and Sonic listens in)
Amy - Why did I ever even love that jerk?
Cream - Oh, Amy, I'm sorry, I-
Shadow - Where the hell am I?
(Sonic just left, in misery with Tails before this)



Amy - Oh my God, he woke up.
Cream - I feel uncomfortable... I'm just gonna go...
Shadow - Who was that? Who are you? What happen-
Amy - Slow down, you're in bad shape! I'm Amy Rose, and I found you dying on the beach. I brought
you home to help you.. You might be here a couple of weeks or so. So, you're Shadow, right?
Shadow - Yeah, how'd you know? Ouch, dammit.
Amy - A little bird told me. Well. I'm gonna go out and get some stuff.
Shadow - I guess I'll go too...
Amy - Are you sure? You look terrible.
Shadow - Gee... Thanks...
Amy - No, I meant the wounds... You're actually pretty cute...
Shadow - (Blank stares) Uh, thank you? You're cute... Too???
Amy - (Giggles) Thanks!
Shadow - Well. let's go I guess...
Amy - All right!
Shadow - Wow, this day has actually been pretty fun...
Amy - Yep, it has.
(Tails sees them from the Tornado)
Tails - SONIC!!!
Sonic - What?
Tails - Amy is hanging out with-
Sonic - Don't say it!
Tails - Shadow.
Sonic - DAMMIT! We've got to help her! She's in trouble! That guy is a pyscho! C'mon let's go!!!
Shadow - Amy...
Amy - Yeah?
Shadow - Do you want to... Go on a date tommorow?
Amy - Sure, Shadow! Um... Shadow...
Shadow - Yes, Amy?
Amy - I love you.
Shadow - I love you, too.
(Kiss)
Shadow - I gotta go...
Amy - You have no home!
Shadow - I'll be fine... Chaos control!
Sonic - AMY!!! WHERE IS HE?!?
 
And so concludes, Chapter 1. DUM DUM DUM!!!
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